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I. INTRODUCTION
C OMPANDING is a process of compression and then expanding, allowing signals with a higher dynamic range to be transmitted with a lower dynamic range by reducing the number of bits. This technique is widely used in telecommunication and signal processing such as audio processing. For image processing, companding could be regarded as an encoding and decoding framework. The encoding or quantized compression process, while fairly simple and efficient, could also produce a lot of undesirable artifacts, such as blocking artifacts, contouring and ringing effects (see Fig. 1 ). These degraded artifacts become more obvious with lower bit quantization.
Inverse halftoning, another similar image processing problem considered in this paper, is the inversed process for halftoning. Halftone images are binary images served as analog representation and widely used in digital image printing, trying to convey the illusion of having a higher number of bit X. Hou is with the School of Computer Science, University of Nottingham Ningbo China and a visiting student in the College of Information Engineering, Shenzhen University, China. email: xianxu.hou@nottingham.edu.cn G. Qiu is with the College of Information Engineering, Shenzhen University, China and with the School of Computer Science, the University of Nottingham, United Kingdom. email: qiu@szu.edu.cn and guoping.qiu@nottingham.ac.uk levels (continuous-tone) to maintain the overall structure of the original images. As a result, distortions will be introduced to the halftone images due to a considerable amount of information being discarded. Inverse halftoning, on the other hand, addresses the problem of recovering a continuous-tone image from the corresponding halftoned version. This inversed process is needed since typical image processing techniques such as compression and scaling can be successfully applied to continuous-tone images but very difficult to halftone images.
However, these two problems are ill-posed considering that there could be an infinite number of possible solutions. They are essentially one-to-many mappings and the input image could be transformed into an arbitrary number of plausible outputs even if the compression and halftone methods are known in advance. Solving both problems requires to find a way to estimate and add more information into the images that do not exist. There are no well-defined mathematic functions or guidelines to describe the mappings to produce high-quality images.
In this paper, we take advantage of the recent development in machine learning, in particular deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs), which have become the state-of-the-art workforce for most computer vision tasks [1] , [2] . Unlike previous human-engineered methods [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , we formulate the two image processing problems, i.e., companding and inverse halftoning, from the perspective of machine learning. We train deep convolutional neural networks as nonlinear mapping functions in a supervised manner to expand images from a lower bit depth to a higher bit depth to reduce artifacts in image companding and to produce continuous-tone images in inverse halftoning. Moreover, we also investigate the effect to construct loss functions based on different level convolutional layers, which have shown different properties when applying an inverting processing to reconstruct the encoded images [7] .
Our core contributions in this work are two folds. Firstly, to the best knowledge of the authors, this is the first work that has successfully developed deep learning based solutions to these two traditional image processing problems. This not only introduces new methods to tackle well-known image processing problems but also contributes to the literature that demonstrates the power of deep learning in solving traditional signal processing problems. Secondly, building on insights into the properties of visual quality of images and the hidden representation properties of deep CNNs, and also inspired by recent works that use deep CNNs in other image processing applications [40] , [42] , [43] , we take full advantage of the convolutional neural networks both in the nonlinear mapping functions and in the neural networks loss functions for lowlevel image processing problems. We not only use a deep CNN as a nonlinear transformation function to map a low bit depth image to a higher bit depth image or from a halftone image to a continuous tone image, but also employ another pre-trained deep CNN as a feature extractor or convolutional spatial filter to derive visually important features to construct the objective function for the training of the transformation neural network. Through these two low-level image processing case studies, we demonstrate that a properly trained deep CNN can capture the spatial correlations of pixels in a local region and other visually important information, which can be used to help a deep CNN to infer the "correct" values of pixels and their neighbors. Our work further demonstrates that halftone images and heavily compressed low bit depth images, even though showing visually annoying artifacts, they have preserved the overall structures of the images which are sufficient to enable deep neural networks to recover the original signals to a high degree of fidelity.
II. RELATED WORKS A. Image Companding
Companding, a combination of the words compressing and expanding, is a signal processing technique to allow signals with a large dynamic range transmitted in a smaller dynamic range format. This technique is widely used in digital telephony systems. Image companding [8] , [9] , [3] is designed to squeeze higher-bit images to lower bit ones, based on which to reproduce outputs with higher bits. Multi-scale subband architecture [3] successfully compressed high dynamic range (HDR) images to displayable low dynamic range (LDR) ones. They also demonstrated that the compression process can be inverted by following the similar scheme as the previous compression. As a result, low dynamic range images can be expanded to approximate the original higher-bit ones with minimal degradation.
B. Halftoning and Inverse Halftoning
The typical digital halftoning process is considered as a technique of converting a continuous-tone grayscale image with 255 color levels (8 bits) into a binary black-and-white image with only 0 and 1 two color levels (1 bit). These binary images could be reproduced to "continuous-tone" images for humans based on an optical illusion that tiny dots are blended into smooth tones by human eyes at a macroscopic level. In this work, we focus on the most popular halftoning technique known as error diffusion, in which the residual quantization error of a pixel is distributed to neighboring pixels. FloydSteinberg dithering is commonly used by image manipulation software to achieve error diffused halftoning based on a simple kernel. The reversed processing known as inverse halftoning is to reconstruct the continuous-tone images from halftones. Many approaches to addressing this problem have been proposed in the literature, including non-linear filtering [5] , vector quantization [10] , projection onto convex sets [11] , MAP projection [12] , wavelets-based [13] , anisotropic diffusion [4] , Bayesian-based [14] , a method by combining low-pass filtering and super-resolution [15] , Look-up table [16] , sparse representation [17] , local learned dictionaries [18] and coupled dictionary training [19] .
C. Deep Learning for Image Transformation
In this work, we seek to formulate the image companding and inverse halftoning as image transformation problems and employ deep convolutional neural networks as non-linear functions to map input images to output images for different purposes. Recent deep CNNs have become a common workhorse behind a wide variety of image transformation problems. These problems can be formulated as per-pixel classification or regression by defining low level loss. Semantic segmentation methods [20] , [21] , [22] use fully convolutional neural networks trained by per-pixel classification loss to predict dense scene labels. End-to-end automatic image colorization techniques [23] , [24] try to colorize grayscale image based on low level losses. Other works for depth [25] , [26] and edge detection [27] are also similar to transform input images to meaningful output images through deep convolutional neural networks, which are trained with per-pixel classification or regression loss. However the per-pixel measurement essentially treats the output images as "unstructured" in a sense that each pixel is independent with all other pixels for a given image. Considering the shortcoming of per-pixel loss, other "structured" measurements have been proposed such as structural similarity index measure (SSIM) [28] and conditional random fields (CRF) [29] , which take context into account. These kinds of "structured" loss have been successfully applied to different image transformation problems. However these measurements are human-crafted, the community has successfully developed structure loss directly learned from images. Generative adversarial networks (GANs) [30] are able to generate high-quality images based on adversarial training. Many works have tried to apply GANs in conditional settings such as discrete labels [31] , texts [32] and of course images. Imageconditioned GANs involve style transfer [33] , inpainting [34] , frame prediction [35] . In addition, image-to-image translation framework [36] based on adversarial loss can effectively synthesize photos under different circumstances.
Another way to improve per-pixel loss is to generate images by optimizing a perceptual loss which is based on high level features extracted from pretrained deep convolutional neural networks. By optimizing individual deep features [37] and maximizing classification score [38] , images can be generated for a better understanding of hidden representations of trained CNNs. By inverting convolutional features [39] , the colors and the rough contours of an image can be reconstructed from activations in pretrained CNNs. In addition, artistic style transfer [40] can be achieved by jointly optimizing the content and style reconstruction loss based on deep features extracted from pretrained CNNs. A similar method is also used for texture synthesis [41] . Similar strategies are also explored to achieve real-time style transfer and super-resolution [42] . Deep feature consistent variational autoencoder [43] is proposed to generate sharp face images and manipulate facial attributes by minimizing the difference between the deep features of the output images and target images.
III. METHOD
In this work, we propose to use deep convolutional neural networks with skip connections as non-linear mapping functions to expand images from a lower bit depth to a higher bit depth. The objective of generating the higher bit depth version of the image is to ensure that this image is visually pleasing and to capture the essential and visual important properties of the original version of the image. Instead of using perpixel losses, i.e. measuring pixel-wise difference between the output image and its target (the original) image, we measure the difference between the output image and target image based on the high level features extracted from pretrained deep convolutional neural networks. The key insight is that the pretrained networks have already encoded perceptually useful information we desired, such as the spatial relationship between pixels nearby. Our system is diagrammatically illustrated in Fig. 1 , which consists of two parts: an autoencoder transformation neural network T (x) to achieve end-to-end mapping from an input image to an output image, and a pretrained neural network Φ(x) to define the loss function.
A. Network Architecture
Our non-linear mappings are deep convolutional neural networks, which have been demonstrated to have state-of-the-art performances in many computer vision tasks. Successful network architecture like AlexNet [1] , VGGNet [2] and ResNet [44] are designed for high level tasks like image classification to output a single label, and they cannot be directly applied to image processing problems. Instead, previous works have employed an encoder-decoder architecture [43] , [42] to firstly encode the input images through several convolutional layers until a bottleneck layer, followed by a reversed decoding process to produce the output images. Such encoder-decoder architecture forces all the information to pass through the networks layer by layer. Thus the final generated images are produced by higher layers' features. However for image processing, the output images can retain a great deal of lower layers' information of the input images, and it would be better to incorporate lower layers features in the decoding process. Based on the architecture guidelines of previous work on image segmentation [45] , image-to-image translation [36] and DCGAN [46] , we add skip connections to construct a "UNet" network to fuse lower layers and higher layers features and employ fully convolutions for image transformation.
The details of our model are shown in Fig. 2 , we first encode the input image to lower dimension vector by a series of stride convolutions, which consists of 4 x 4 convolution kernels and 2 x 2 stride in order to achieve its own downsampling. We also use a similar approach for decoding to allow the network to learn its own upsampling by using deconvolutions [20] . Spatial batch normalization [47] is added to stabilize the deep network training after each convolutional layer except the input layer of the encoder and the last output layer of decoder as suggested in [46] . Additionally leaky rectified activation (LeakyReLU) and ReLU are served as non-linear activation functions for encoder and decoder respectively. Finally we directly concatenate all the encoding activations to the corresponding decoding layers to construct a symmetric "U-Net" structure [45] to fuse the features from both low layers and high layers.
B. Perceptual Loss
It is well known that per-pixel loss for regression and classification is problematic and could produce blurry outputs or other visual artifacts. This is because each pixel is regarded as an individual object for optimization, resulting in average outputs to some degree. A better strategy is to construct the loss by incorporating the spatial correlation information. Rather than encouraging matching each individual pixels of input and output images, we follow previous works [43] , [42] , [40] to measure the difference between two images at various deep feature levels based on pretrained deep convolutional neural networks. We seek to capture the input images' spatial correlations by means of convolution operations in the deep CNNs.
We denote the loss function as L(ŷ, y) to measure the perceptual difference between two images. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , both the output imageŷ = T (x) generated by the transformation network and the corresponding target image y are fed into a pretrained deep CNN Φ for feature extraction. We use Φ i (y) to represent the hidden representations of image y at i th convolutional layer.
, where C i is the number of filters, W i and H i are the width and height of the given feature map of the i th convolutional layer. The final perceptual loss of two images at i th layer is the Euclidean distance of the corresponding 3D arrays as following:
In fact, above loss still follows the per-pixel manner if we treat the hidden features which are 3D arrays as "images" with more than 3 color channels. However this kind of loss has already incorporated the spatial correlation information because the "pixels" in these images are the combinations of the original pixels through convolution operations.
C. Training Details
Our implementation uses open source machine learning framework Torch [48] and a Nvidia Tesla K40 GPU to speed up training. The pretrained 19-layer VGGNet [2] is chosen as the loss network for deep feature extraction which is fixed during the training. In addition, due to the similar convolutional architecture, the loss network can be seamlessly stacked to our "U-Net" neural network to achieve end-to-end training. The training images are of the shape 256×256 and we train our model with a batch size of 16 for 30,000 iterations. Adam optimizer [49] is used for stochastic optimization with a learning rate of 0.0002. For the LeakyReLU in the encoder, the slope of the leak is set to 0.2 in all layers. Additionally we experiment with conv1 1, conv2 1, conv3 1, conv4 1 and conv5 1 layers in VGGNet to construct perceptual loss for comparison.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In our experiments, we use Microsoft COCO dataset [50] which is a large-scale database containing more than 300,000 images as our training images. We resize the training images to 256×256 as our inputs to train our models. We perform experiments on two image processing problems: image companding and inverse halftoning.
A. Image Companding
One essential part of image companding is to expand lower bit images to higher bit outputs. This technique has been investigated in the context of high dynamic range (HDR) imaging [3] , firstly compressing the range of an HDR image into an LDR image, at which point the process is then reversed to retrieve the original HDR image.
Since it is impossible to display a true HDR image with more than 8 bits, we use 8 bit images as our highest bit depth images in the experiments. The 8 bit images are reduced by different depths as the lower bit depth images, and then expanded back to 8 bits. Take 4 bit images for example, they can only have 16 different levels for each color channel while there are 256 different levels for 8 bit images. The default approach [3] for converting 8 bit images to 4 bit images is to divide by 16 to quantize the color level from 256 to 16, which will be then scaled up to fill the full range of the display. Mathematically we can use the formula below to easily convert 8 bit images to different lower bit outputs. This operation can be applied to both grayscale images and color images by processing each channel separately.
where the I low and I high are the pixel intensity of converted lower and higher bit depth images respectively, l and h are the bit depth for lower and higher bit depth images.
We first preprocess the training images to different lower-bit ones as input data, and use the original images as higher-bit targets we want to retrieve. After training, the validation split of Microsoft COCO is used for testing. We first compare the results of different lower-bit input images, and then evaluate Original 2 Bit Expanded how the perceptual loss constructed from different convolutional layers affects the expanding quality. 1) Different Bit Depths: We have separately trained models for different lower-bit input images for comparison and use the conv1 1 layer of VGGNet to construct the perceptual loss for all the models.
Qualitative Results. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the qualitative results for a variety of color and grayscale images taken from Microsoft COCO 2014 validation split. We can see that the linearly quantized lower-bit images display severe blocking and contouring artifacts. The compression process amplifies low amplitudes and high frequencies which dominate the quantization artifacts because we try to show a lower dynamic range image on a higher dynamic range displayable device. For instance, our device is appropriate for the original 8 bit targets with 256 color levels. We could drop the bit depths of the original images by 5 bits and linearly quantize them to 3 bit images with only 8 color levels. Since the compressed images contain 5 fewer bits, they should be theoretically displayed on 1/32 dynamic range device. It is obvious that this kind of lossy compression introduces visible artifacts in pixel blocks and at block boundaries.
We also show the corresponding expanded images (Fig.  3 and Fig. 4) retrieved from our models. The blocking and contouring artifacts are effectively reduced to show smooth appearance in the expanded outputs. For example in the airplane image in Fig. 4 , the compressed images show obvious contouring artifacts in the sky while the expanded images have homogeneous gradually changing colors. And this can be further validated from the distribution of intensity histograms. Fig. 5 shows the intensity histograms for the compressed 2 and 4 bit airplanes and the expanded ones in Fig. 4 . It is clear that our methods are able to infer the "correct" values for a single pixel based on its neighbors, and convey a more attractive impression with rich and saturated colors.
Quantitative Results. In order to have a comprehensive quantitative evaluation for our models, we report peak signalto-noise ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity index measure (SSIM) [28] for quality assessment. PSNR is per-pixel based measurement defined via the mean squared error (MSE) while SSIM index is known as perceptual-aware method for measuring the similarity between two images. For both measurements, a higher value indicates better quality. Table  I summarizes the average PSNR (dB) and SSIM values of 100 images selected from COCO validation split. Similar to qualitative results, the higher bit images have higher PSNR and SSIM values, indicating better image quality. Additionally, the expanded images produced by our method have significantly higher PSNR and SSIM values compared to the corresponding compressed ones. It is clear that our method can effectively improve the image quality especially for lower bit depth images.
2) Perceptual Loss at Different Convolutional Layers: Due to the multi-layer architecture of deep convolutional neural networks, the perceptual loss can be defined by different convolutional layers. Therefore, we conduct experiments to investigate the performance for different perceptual losses. In all the experiment we use 3 bit depths (8 color levels) as input images to train our deep networks for both color and grayscale images.
Qualitative Results. As shown in Fig. 6 , all the expanded outputs can effectively reduce the blocking and contouring artifacts and reveal continuous-tone results in general. However, the reconstruction based on perceptual loss of higherlevel layers could introduce new artifacts such as grid patterns as shown in images for conv3 1 and conv5 1 layers. We observed similar phenomenons for input images of different bit-depths. One explanation to this is that, the higher layers will cover a larger area in the input image, and the areas covered by conv3 1 and conv5 1 layers are too large to construct a natural looking image. That is, spatial correlations across a large area of the image do not capture natural appearances of an image. Expanding based on perceptual loss of deep features of conv1 1 layer or lower layers does not have this kind of artifacts. This could be also validated by previous work [7] that tries to compute an approximate inverse image from its deep features. It shows that the first few layers in a pretrained CNN are essentially an invertible code of the image and maintain a photographically faithful representations, and the higher level features are corresponding to a more coarse space area of the encoded image.
Quantitative Results. Table II shows the average PSNR and SSIM values for 100 COCO testing images based on perceptual losses constructed with different convolutional layers. On the one hand, both the PSNR and SSIM of our expanded images are much higher than those of the compressed lower bit images, and the compressed images can be significantly improved by our method. On the other hand, the expanded images based on perceptual losses of lower level layers have higher PSNR and SSIM values. This is because new artifacts like grid pattern will be introduced (Fig. 6) although the blocking artifacts can be reduced.
B. Inverse halftoning
Another similar image processing problem we are interested in is inverse halftoning. This task is to generate a continuoustone image from halftoned binary images. This problem is also inherently ill-posed since there could exist multiple continuous-tone images corresponding to the halftoned ones.
In our experiments we try to use deep feature based perceptual loss to allow the inversed halftones perceptually similar to the given targets. We experiment with both color and grayscale images by using the same approach and employ error diffusion based FloydSteinberg dithering for halftoning.
Qualitative Results. We test our models on random samples of images from Microsoft COCO validation split. The inverse halftoning results are shown in Fig. 7 . We can see that the inversed outputs produced by our method are visually similar to the original images. All the outputs can show much smoother textures and produce sharper edges. For instance, sharp kite line and smooth sky can be reconstructed in the kite image. When comparing with the inversed outputs produced by using perceptual loss of different level layers, the outputs from Original Halftone conv1_1 conv5_1 lower-level layer is visually better than those from higherlevel layer. Like image companding, grid pattern artifacts can be introduced when using higher-level layer to construct perceptual loss.
In addition, we also compare our method on two widely used grayscale images Lenna and Peppers with other algorithms. Fig. 8 shows comparative grayscale results against previous Fastiht2 [4] and Wavelet-based WInHD [13] algorithms. We also report the PSNR / SSIM measurement for each image. It is clear that our learning-based method can achieve state-ofthe-art results and produce sharp edges and fine details, such as the hat in the Lenna image. Our deep models can effectively [4] and Wavelet-based WInHD [13] . We report PSNR / SSIM for each example.
and correctly learn the relevant spatial correlation and semantic between different pixels and infer the "best" values for a single pixel based on its neighbors. Moreover, our method can be naturally adapted to color images and produce high-quality continuous-tone color images from corresponding halftones. Fig. 9 shows the resulting images for the Koala and Cactus image, which include fine textures and structures. We compare our results (CNN Inverse) with those of two recent methods GLDP [17] and LLDO [18] . We can see that our method can provide better resulting images with well expressed fur and bark in the Koala image, and distinct boundaries of the fine sand and sharpened edges of splines in the Cactus image.
Quantitative Results. We use PSNR and SSIM as quality metrics to quantitatively evaluate our inverse halftoning results. Table III shows the average PSNR and SSIM values for 100 COCO testing images constructed from different convolutional layers. It is clear that based on these image evaluation metrics, our method can improve the images by a large margin for both color and grayscale images. In our experiment, the best results are produced by the model trained with conv1 1 layer. When using perceptual loss based on higher layers gives rise to a slight grid pattern artifacts visible under magnification, which harms the PSNR and SSIM.
Moreover, we conduct experiments to compare with several previous methods. We use 6 images Koala, Cactus, Bear, Barbara, Shop and Peppers, the same as [18] for testing. Table IV shows the PSNR and SSIM results for conventional methods based on MAP estimation [12] , ALF [4] , LPA-ICI [51] and recent GLDP [17] and LLDO [18] . We can see that our algorithm (CNN Inverse) can achieve new state-of-theart results and significantly outperform previous methods for inverse halftoning. Fig. 9 . A comparison of inverse halftoning results on color Koala and Cactus images by different methods. We compare our CNN Inverse method with those of GLDP [17] and LLDO [18] . We report PSNR / SSIM for each example. 
V. DISCUSSION
Image companding and inverse halftoning are two similar image processing problems in the sense that they attempt to use a lower bit depth image to represent a higher bit depth version of the same image. The naive bit depth compression in image companding is directly applying image quantization technique. It can retain the overall structure and color contrast, however blocking and contouring artifacts will be introduced that make the compressed images look unnatural with visually annoying artifacts. Halftone images try to simulate continuoustone imagery through the use of dots with only two color levels per channel. The reproduction of halftones for humans relies on an optical illusion that tiny halftone dots could be blended into smooth tones by human eyes. In order to expand the compressed images and inverse the halftones, traditional methods usually need to design expanding and inverse operators manually. For example, the halftone technique such as the specific dithering algorithms should be given in advance in order to design an inverse operator. In this paper, we show that a learning based method can formulate the two problems in the same framework and a perceptual loss based on pretrained deep networks can be used to guide the training. This paper demonstrates that deep convolutional neural networks can not only be applied to high-level vision problems like image classification, but also to traditional low-level vision problems. Although we can use popular metrics like PSNR and SSIM to quantitatively measure the image quality, it is worth pointing out that the assessment of image quality is still a challenging problem. PSNR and SSIM could correlate poorly with human assessment of visual quality and further works are needed for perceptually better image measurement.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose to train deep convolutional neural networks with a perceptual loss for two low-level image processing problems: image companding and inverse halftoning. Our method is very effective in dealing with compressed blocking and contouring artifacts for companding and reproduces state-of-the-art continuous-tone outputs from binary halftone images. In addition, we systematically investigated how the perceptual loss constructed with different convolutional layers of the pretrained deep network affects the generated image quality.
